Tencel

This Suite Sleep pillow blends soft silky Tencel
fibers with recycled polyester to create soft clusters
that cradle your head while you sleep. Tencel is a
manufactured fiber from sustainable Eucalyptus
trees, using 20% less water than cotton. The fill is
completely adjustable to your liking and the Tencel/
Poly knit cover features a zipper for easy fill removal. Tencel is a great fiber for sleep products because it is moisture wicking, breathable, and silky.
Made by: Suite Sleep

pillow guide

Kapok

Kapok is a naturally silky fiber harvested from pods
that grow on the Kapok tree. These trees grow in
tropical climates close to the equator. This fiber is
soft like down, yet contains none of the allergens. It
is both moisture and dust mite resistant.
Made by: Suite Sleep, Naturepedic
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Wool

Wool offers a soft and springy fill, and tends to sleep
cooler and compact less than cotton fill. Like our other
wool products, our organic wool pillows resist dust
mites. Available in 3 weights: light, medium, and full.
Wool will settle over time with the weight and heat of
your head, but this will not change the support and
comfort this pillow provides. Expect about 30% compression over time.
Made by: OMI, Holy Lamb

is naturally dry and clean which prevents dust mites and
other allergens from settling in.
Made by: Crescent Moon

Cotton

For those seeking a firmer, flatter pillow, our cotton
pillows are filled with pure, sanitized 100% certified
organic cotton. As with our wool pillows, they are available in 3 weights: light, medium, and full. Expect about
50% compression over time.
Made by: OMI, Naturepedic

Down

Our Feathered Friends 700+ white goose down pillows
are available in three different support levels: soft, medium, and firm, and feature an egyptian cotton cover.
Perfect for traditionalists who like the soft feel of down.
Made by: Feathered Friends

Wool Wrapped Latex

This best seller is made with a center chamber of
100%-natural shredded rubber latex surrounded
by an outer chamber filled with organic wool. This
pillow is made with a zipper, so sleepers can remove
material and customize each pillow to their personal
preference.
Made by: OMI, Holy Lamb

K-Lex

Churchill and Smith founder Spencer Simcik set
out to design the “perfect pillow,” and the result is
the highly malleable K-Lex (made from a blend of
natural latex and kapok). The K-Lex is mold and dust
mite resistant, and was designed to reduce pressure
points while cradling the neck and head. This pillow
is handmade in the usa and features a stretch organic cotton cover.
Made by: Churchill & Smith

Oxygen Pillow

Wooly Bolas

Woolly Bolas are little clusters of wool that provide
an optimum fluff and density for a pillow. Our Woolly
Bolas pillows feature an inner zippered case to adjust
your wool fill as you wish. All covers and fill are machine
washable.
Made by: Suite Sleep, Holy Lamb

Wool and Buckwheat

This pillow has two chambers: the outside chamber,
filled with organic wool, cushions both the feel and
the sound of the organic buckwheat hulls located in
the inner pocket. This pillow is made with a zipper, so
sleepers can remove material and customize the fill to
their personal preference.
Made by: OMI

Alpaca Wool

Crescent Moon uses 100% natural, organically grown
alpaca wool. Alpaca fiber is hollow, making it one of the
warmest natural fibers available - and its porous nature

Latex

Our Molded and Contour pillows feature the same
100% natural latex you’ll find in our mattresses. The
Molded is recommended for back and side sleepers,
the Contour is ideal for back or stomach sleepers.
Made by: OMI, Suite Sleep, Savvy Rest

Shredded Latex

Our 100%-natural shredded rubber latex pillows have
a soft yet supportive feel, and the fill is removable for
easy adjustability. More fill can be purchased if needed.
The covers are machine washable. This pillow is best
suited for those wanting a squishy, malleable pillow.
Made by: OMI, Suite Sleep

European Sleep Works designed the Oxygen Pillow
specifically to aid airflow. It has a unique tri-layer
construction featuring a hollow core, internal hinges
and added depth around the edges. These features
help to maintain proper spinal and neck support,
open the airway for expanded lung capacity during
sleep for easier breathing. The Oxygen Pillow works
for both back and side sleeping.
Made by: European Sleep Works

